


An Introduction to Email
Marketing

Did you know that Email Marketing actually has a higher sales
conversion rate than Google Search or Social Media
marketing?

That's why it's so important for the modern pet business
(especially eCommerce) to not solely rely on social media
organic or paid marketing for reaching pet parents.

The key is to create an ecosystem of online assets that all work
in harmony, ensuring your brand remains visible and at the
forefront of your pet parent customer's mind - with 
high-value content and a sense of community.



It is also relatively cheap to grow, store, manage and market
to your email list. If you look at the cost of Social Media
Advertising compared to the cost of a monthly subscription
for an Email Marketing tool, email wins hands down 

1) For the reach that you can achieve, and 
2) The level of engagement with your content

Now before we go any further, we should explain that for the
purpose of this guide we will be using Shopify as the example
for your eCommerce store and Klaviyo for the purpose of
your Email Marketing platform. 

However, most of the information provided in this guide can
still be used for other systems such as ActiveCampaign,
Omnisend, Infusionsoft, MailChimp, etc.

So let’s dive in!

https://shopify.pxf.io/a1XN9j
https://www.klaviyo.com/partner/signup?utm_source=0013o00002TVap1AAD&amp%3Butm_medium=partner


Top Tips to
Convert Your
Social Media
Following Over
to Your Email



CREATE A BASIC SIGN UP FORM &
LANDING PAGE

Keep your sign up form simple: first name, last name, email
address  & create a basic landing page on your website

Like a 10% discount off their first order with you, or access to a
free eBook

Share a post on your social media platforms with a link to
your newsletter opt-in landing page

Make sure to add a link to your sign up landing page to
your profile's bio section, or as a main call-to-action button

GIVE THEM SOMETHING IN RETURN FOR
THEIR EMAIL ADDRESS

SHARE THE SIGN UP FORM

ADD IT TO YOUR BIO/AS A MAIN CTA

If you're just starting out with your email marketing, you can begin with a Monthly Newsletter and then
slowly increase to an Email every 2 weeks, then weekly if you wish.

If you notice a lot of unsubscribes, or a significant decrease in the rate of engagement through ‘Open Rates’
and ‘Click-Through Rates’, you can reduce the frequency of your emails, but otherwise continue to send as
often as you can.



Main Types
of Emails
(Newsletters)



Remember: Keep the content of your emails informative, high value,
educational and focused on building a deeper connection with your
audience.

MONTHLY For smaller pet brands just starting out, a monthly email may be
enough to keep your pet parent audience engaged & build familiarity

For more established pet brands, a weekly email can be effective in
strengthening brand visibility, prompting interaction & nurturing sales

When it comes to sending regular newsletters to pet parents, it's best to
keep your emails value-driven. However, the occasional promotional
email can work with your audience, as long as it's interchanged with more
meaningful content

WEEKLY

PROMOTIONAL



Use this as a chance to show your pet parent
audience that you care about them & their pet
with free value - such as
informative/educational blogs or advice on how
your product can help them with specific
challenges they may be experiencing

A storytelling approach to your content can also
help to draw pet parents in, hooking their
attention and interest, whilst making your brand
more memorable because of this emotive
connection

Extra ideas for your regular newsletters



Product
Promotions

When promoting products from your store, you
can use the following approaches for your emails:

More image heavy email designs. Just ensure you use good
quality photos of the new products and include direct links to
these items on your store

Klaviyo Product Blocks functionality, which dynamically connects
with your Shopify Store and auto-populates these blocks with the
items you’ve tagged as New Arrivals. This function makes it easy
to set up a Template in Klaviyo and quickly schedule a new email
every couple of weeks, without requiring much time or effort



Main Types of
Automated
Flows



Set up an automatic welcome email, triggered
when someone joins your newsletter list

WELCOME ABANDONED CART

In total, aim to have 3-5 emails in your
welcome sequence, helping build familiarity
with your brand, spread over at least 9 days

Give them a gift in the initial email (e.g. 10%
off their next order or a free eBook/guide)

Remember to provide additional value in
these emails (e.g. free blogs) & use this as an
opportunity to communicate "why" they
should care about your pet brand

Set up an email to be triggered when
someone fails to complete a purchase

In total, aim to send at least 3 emails to invite
them to complete their purchase

Include an incentive (such as a discount or
a free gift) that has a time limit for urgency

Make the subject line of these emails enticing.
For example, Email #1 can promote the
incentive, Email #2 can remind them of the
time limit + Email #3 can be themed as a 'final
call'



BROWSER ABANDONMENT POST PURCHASE

This is an automated email for someone who's
already on your email list & view but don't
purchase specific items

In total, aim to have approximately 3 emails in
this sequence

Give them an incentive to complete their
purchase (e.g. discount or free gift)

The content of these emails can be similar to
the Abandoned Cart, but remember to vary it
so that it's not exactly the same

This sequence is to thank customers for their
purchase & continue to build brand familiarity

In total, aim to have 3-5 emails in this
sequence that continue to deliver value post-
purchase

Share valuable free resources from your
website (e.g. blogs) and encourage
customers to follow your socials too

The purpose is to build a deeper, more
personal connection with customers in this
flow - showing that you don't just care about
getting a sale, but genuinely want to help
support the pet parent & their pet



WINBACK MONITOR PERFOMANCE

Set up an automatic email, triggered after X
amount of days have passed since a
customer last purchased from you

Work out the average life cycle of a customer
for this flow (i.e. (average time between
purchasing items) 

Send this Winback Campaign to your list
segment that is a Churn Risk

Keep the email personal with their first name
and plain text (no over the top ‘salesy’
graphics) and let them know what has
changed with your offerings/pet brand since
they last purchased

For all of these automated sequences, make
sure to analyse the engagement/conversions

Create reports that track the link between your
campaigns sent, products viewed and orders
placed. This'll give you an overview of how
effective your content is

Regularly review these analytics to
understand what is/isn't working with flows

Consider split testing different email
approaches in each flow, to see what style of
content your audience is most responsive to

https://help.klaviyo.com/hc/en-us/articles/115002775192-Guide-to-Creating-a-Winback-Flow
https://www.klaviyo.com/blog/custom-analytics-reporting-tool


Remember that these leads can then be nurtured not
only via email sequences, but also with re-marketing
via social media.

Social media can also be leveraged to reach similar
audiences (such as lookalike audiences on Facebook,
Instagram, Google, etc.)

Just ensure that you follow data protection
regulations at all times.



Top Tips to
Avoid the
Spam Filter



Emails are usually tagged as Spam when they are
‘untimely’ and ‘irrelevant’. Email services (e.g.
Microsoft), the reader (your pet parent customers) &
anti-spam organisations can tag your Emails as
Spam. So it’s important to understand what measures
you can put in place to avoid this unnecessary pitfall.

If you want to ensure your Emails don't land in the
Spam Folder, here are some top tips to implement.



USE AN EMAIL TESTER
Always run Email Templates through an Email Tester to
ensure there are no Spam issues and that the content to
image ratio is ok

To ensure people don’t receive marketing emails from you if
they have already received an email from you in the past 9 -
24 hours. This helps avoid you spamming subscribers

Use their first name in your emails to make emails more
personal. Even including the first name in the subject line
can be highly effective in increasing open rates of emails

TURN SMART SENDING ON

COLLECT FIRST NAMES

https://www.mail-tester.com/


KEEP YOUR EMAIL LIST HEALTHY
Never purchase lists and instead focus on building a healthy
Email List through setting double opt-ins, as this will help
confirm that the people on your Email List are genuinely
eager to receive your Emails (also consider integrating
Captcha to avoid bots artificially bloating your Email List)

This basically means separating your Email List into relevant
categories and ensuring they receive Emails which are
relevant to their specific interests or demonstrated
behaviour

SEGMENT YOUR AUDIENCE

You can track how engaging & interesting your email
content is by looking at your Email Open Rate. If it’s low,
chances are your Email List isn’t interested in what you’re
saying. If it’s high, this indicates that your content is hitting
all the right notes with your Email List

SEND HIGH VALUE CONTENT



PAY ATTENTION TO YOUR COPY
By this, we mean no CAPITALS or ALTernaTING cases in your
subject lines. Also, ensure your Email contains at least 500
characters to avoid Spam filters - this means no Emails
which are purely image-based. Equally, don’t send an Email
thousands of words long, as that is just as off-putting and
Email Clients will clip copy at a certain point anyway

If you'd like to discover Klaviyo's own recommendations on how to
avoid the Spam Filter, then checkout their article on it here.

For example, you can ask new Email subscribers how
often they’d like to receive Emails from you: every week,
every other week, every month etc. Likewise, if someone
on your Email List hasn’t opened an Email in 6 months, add
them to a re-engagement segment and weed out the
unengaged this way instead

ASK YOUR EMAIL LIST

https://www.klaviyo.com/blog/steps-deliverability-spam


Dealing With
Unsubscribes



When it comes to unsubscribing, you obviously want to keep your Email List as engaged as possible.
However, you will - at some stage - experience unsubscribes. 

So remember to keep the following in mind:

Change ‘unsubscribe’ on email footer to ‘update preferences’ so they can opt-out
of product promotions but still get your newsletters or vice versa

Don’t take it to heart. We all feel rejection when we see people unsubscribing from
our Email Lists. However, in terms of marketing efficiency, we actually want people
to unsubscribe if they no longer wish to receive information - as these individuals
will never properly engage with the emails anyway.

Whatever the reason, it will help your email domain reputation if you have a clean
list of people who are active and engaged with your content. It pays to go through
your Email List every quarter and remove those that have ‘Unsubscribed’ or who
have ‘Bounced’ as their email address is no longer active.



Split Testing



By A/B Split Tests, we essentially mean testing two factors
against one another to identify which performs better. 

Once you have the data to hand, you can see whether
certain strategies/approaches perform better than others,
and utilise this knowledge in future Email Campaigns. 

Here are some ideas of what you can A/B Split Test to get you
started.



Different times of the day or of the week

SPLIT TEST IDEAS SPLIT TEST IDEAS

Different subject lines

Different header or "hero" images

Short vs Long-form copy content

Image heavy vs Image light content

Different discounts/incentives

Different CTAs (call-to-actions)

Different headings



Sales copy vs Storytelling copy

SPLIT TEST IDEAS SPLIT TEST IDEAS

Use emojis vs No emojis

First name in the subject line vs no first
name in subject line

Multiple products promo vs Single product
promo

Video in email vs Pure text in email

Use gifs vs No gifs

Swap the order of email content (e.g. Blog
promoted first vs Product promoted first)

Generic discount code vs Personalised
discount code



Book a Call

We hope you found these Email Marketing Tips useful for your
pet brand. If you’re searching for further support to refine your
Email Marketing strategies, book a Free Strategy Call below. 

In this call, we'll help you to identify your next steps for your
Email Marketing - in order of priority - with absolutely no
pressure to sign up to our services.

We’re here to help you, so don’t hesitate. We’d love to hear
from you!

In Conclusion

https://calendly.com/tarryn_michie/30min
https://calendly.com/tarryn_michie/30min


Meet Our Founders

Tarryn, Co-Founder 
& Director

Erin, Co-Founder 
& Director

We're on a mission to help humanity experience deeper bonds, more joy
and more love with our animals. That’s why we act as the bridge between

pet parents & meaningful pet brands.

petbizcreatives.com

Discover more about us at petbizcreatives.com/about

https://petbizcreatives.com/about/

